The results of Linda Manzanilla’s FAMSI-funded project are available in various publications listed below. What follows here is a copy of Dr. Manzanilla’s paper as presented (together with Emily McClung de Tapia) during the Society for American Archaeology Annual Meeting in New Orleans on April 14, 1996: "Patterns of Resource Utilization in Post-Teotihuacán Tunnel Occupations."
Patterns of Resource Utilization in Post-Teotihuacán Tunnel Occupations

Introduction

This paper will review some of the results of extensive excavations in one extraction tunnel to the east of the Pyramid of the Sun at Teotihuacán. This ongoing project began in 1987 in the northern half of the Teotihuacán Valley to identify geologically, trace geophysically, and excavate archaeologically some of the underground holes near major structures at Teotihuacán (Manzanilla et al., 1989; Barba et al., 1990; Arzate et al., 1990; Manzanilla et al., 1994; Manzanilla 1994, 1994b; Chávez et al., 1988; Chávez et al., 1994; Manzanilla et al., 1996.) The tunnels were used as extraction sites, ritual and burial places, as well as dwellings, for Teotihuacán and post-Teotihuacán occupations. See plan of this area (Figure 1).
The System of Tunnels

The existence of underground holes in Teotihuacán is a well-known fact. Heyden (1981) reproduces the glyph of Teotihuacán from the Xólotl Codex in Dibble’s work, which represents the two large pyramids overlying a cave with a person inside. It is likely that this figure refers to the oracles that were frequently located within caves, as indicated in the Relación de Teotihuacán (Soruco 1985: 107). In addition, toponyms such as Oztoyahualco and Oztoticpac make reference to caves.

Former archaeological research in tunnels includes Linné’s (1934) excavations at San Francisco Mazapa; De Terra and Bastien’s (Armillas 1950) exploration of the Calaveras Pit, where 35 human skulls were found; Carmen Cook de Leonard (1952: 49; Millon 1957: 12) at Oztoyahualco; Michael and Elizabeth Goodliffe’s (1963) excavations in four interconnected tunnels in Purificación, with Teotihuacán, Mazapan and Aztec II and III ceramics; Obermeyer’s (1963) excavation of the Huexóctoc Cave in Oxtoticpac; Heyden’s (1973; Heyden 1975; Baker III et al., 1974) study of the tunnel below the Pyramid of the Sun, excavated by Acosta and used during Teotihuacán II times (first to third centuries A.D.) for ritual purposes; Basante’s explorations (1982, 1986) in several tunnels and holes in the valley; and finally Soruco’s exploration (1985, 1991) of a cavity probably for solar observations, located to the southeast of the Pyramid of the Sun.
where a basalt stela on an altar displayed a ray of light in its center at the beginning of the summer solstice. In 1994, two other cavities were tested by INAH’s Proyecto Especial 92-94, one of which is a smaller replica of Soruco’s solar observatory (Moragas 1994).

In August 1992, we began the extensive excavation of four tunnels to the east of the Pyramid of the Sun (Manzanilla 1994, 1994b; Manzanilla et al., 1994), to determine the activities present in the tunnels, absolute dating of the contexts, chemical, phytolith, pollen, botanical and faunal macrofossils, together with archaeological analyses. Radiocarbon and obsidian hydration dates have been obtained from primary contexts.

We conclude that the system of tunnels in the Teotihuacán Valley was originally a group of quarries dated to the Patlachique or Tzacualli periods (around A.D. 80), for the extraction of porous volcanic scoria, and are, thus, man-made holes. We rectify, therefore, our previous idea, derived from Heyden (1975) and Millon (1973), that they were natural, because there is no natural phenomenon in volcanic contexts that can produce large or long holes, except lava tubes. And this is certainly not the case.

In the original settlement of the valley consisting of three-temple plazas surrounded conspicuously by dwelling sites—and not a very dense urban site as Millon (1973) originally proposed—the quarry mouths were found very near these pyramid complexes, due to the fact that much construction material was needed for the elevation of the pyramids themselves.

When the plazas of these complexes were built, they seemed to be deliberately disposed on top of the tunnels. We yet do not know whether or not there is a physical communication between these tunnels and the plazas.

**Occupational History and Chronology**

Four tunnels were excavated, all located to the east of the Pyramid of the Sun. Three of them (Cueva de la Basura, Cueva de las Varillas, and Cueva del Pirul) lie inside the protected archaeological zone. The fourth one (Cueva del Camino) is located near La Gruta Restaurant, under the road.

In general, the four have the same general sequence: a series of modern and Postclassic occupational levels inside a grayish-brown loose stratum, around one meter deep, and with some evidence of flooded clayish material.

This stratum overlies a cultural fill of yellowish-brown disintegrated tuff. On its surface we found either Late Coyotlatelco or Mazapa activity areas and funerary loci. Inside it there were broken painted Teotihuacán pottery, painted slate, and human bones (some of which were cut skulls). This fill was cultural because it was also present in tunnels with no tuff (tepetate) overlying the volcanic scoria (tezontle) where the tunnels were excavated. Originally it may have had Teotihuacán burials or ritual activity areas, probably looted by the Coyotlatelco occupants.
A third stratum (clearly seen in the *Cueva de la Basura*) was represented by a reddish-brown volcanic scoria fill with small basalt fragments, bone, mica, obsidian, ceramics and carbonized materials.

**Cueva de las Varillas**

The *Cueva de las Varillas* tunnel was 50 m. in length; it had a vast entrance chamber, 18 m. in diameter, with seven small niches, and a tunnel that crosses three small chambers. In its southern side it is connected to another chamber that had well-preserved funerary and storage contexts, of which we will talk further on.

Except for the funerary chamber (Chamber 2), the rest of the cavity contained modern, Colonial, Aztec, Mazapa, and Coyotlatelco domestic contexts, as well as disturbed Teotihuacán ritual materials. Many different activities are represented for the Epiclassic and Postclassic living floors (dated from A.D. 650 to 1500): spinning, sewing and weaving, painting and sealing, wood and bone working, perhaps hide preparation, food preparation and consumption, and domestic ritual. Figurines from Preclassic to Colonial times were found, as well as a basalt human head covered partially with stucco and the half face of an old man. Many of the vessels seem to be ritually killed. There are some hints of a cult that involved marine elements, such as different types of mother-of-pearl shells, a ray cauda, and fragments of marine turtle shells. We can also cite some examples of foreign pottery from the Gulf Coast and the Mayan area (particularly polychrome sherds).

Underneath these occupation levels, there are 3 m. of disintegrated tuff, a material that naturally overlies, in a compact manner, the pyroclastic fill in which the cavities were excavated. This loose fill had some fragments of painted slate and cut human skulls with polished rims to allow drinking, resembling the ones De Terra and Bastien found in the Calaveras pit associated with Miccaotli ceramics (Armillas 1950).

In the funerary chamber of this cave, underneath the modern occupation and the Aztec floors, there were funerary and storage contexts of early Mazapa date, with complete vessels. Thirteen burials were found: a group of three seated adult burials facing south (one with a bilobulated skull) were found around a pillar left in the chamber; two infant burials were situated near the adults at the level of their heads. This first group appears to be placed in the northeastern fringe of the chamber. All of the burials had complete and ritually killed pottery vessels as offerings, as well as some projectile points. The complete vessels related to the adults were mainly Macana Red-on-Brown tripod molcayetes that may belong to the transition of Terminal Corral/Tollan Phases (Cobean 1990); these vessels were associated with two radiocarbon dates (Beta 75377, with an average around A.D. 930, and Beta 75381, with an average in A.D. 730), and two obsidian hydration dates, one of which (94-51) had its average around A.D. 930. Some of the babies near the three adults also had Mazapa Red-on-Brown painted bowls, that Cobean (1990: 46) dates to the Terminal Corral Phase; in our contexts this pottery was related to two obsidian hydration dates (94-49 and 94-50) with an average around A.D.
The relationship of this type of bowls with human burials at Teotihuacán had been mentioned by Linné (1934: 75) and Armillas (1950: 56).

In an eastern sector of the chamber, but somewhat higher in level and earlier in date (due to differences in microrelief), there were seven new-born babies, some of them in a seated position, and some in foetal position; they were placed in a east-west band in the central part of the chamber, under a large hole cut in the ceiling. These had only triangles or rectangles of cut mica as offerings, as well as some hearths with Teotihuacán candeleros and projectile points. They were dated in the VII century A.D.

In this chamber we also found seven circular storage bin bottoms distributed in different sectors and depths of the level corresponding to the adult burials. Fifty meters inside the tunnel, in an inner chamber (Chamber 3), we had already found six of these storage contexts, but with no apparent association to burials (Manzanilla 1994).

Analysis of Plant Remains from the Cueva de las Varillas

In order to have a preliminary idea of the kinds of plant resources preserved in the caves, we studied the flotation samples from the Cueva de las Varillas. Only botanical materials directly associated with dated contexts are considered here, including plant remains from hearths, burials, artifact concentrations, and the circular bases of storage vessels, bins, or baskets. We employed presence analysis or ubiquity (Popper 1988) to evaluate the taxa in groups of samples corresponding to each of four periods represented by the archaeological contexts from which plant remains were recovered.

Coyotlatelco and Late Coyotlatelco (including contexts dated between ca. A.D. 512-1000). Presence of plant remains in the samples from Cueva de las Varillas pertaining to this period. Twenty taxa were differentiated in addition to unidentified seeds and charcoal. Chenopodium sp. is present in large concentrations in 57% of the contexts, although it is most abundant in samples associated with AA100, a clay circle which formed the base for a storage vessel or basket. Over 2000 complete carbonized fruits, together with an even greater number of carbonized fragments, were identified from this context. It is interesting to note that these specimens have a rounded margin, characteristic of Chenopodium berlandieri ssp. berlandieri, possibly suggesting an important role for undomesticated chenopods in post-Teotihuacán times. Specimens that could be clearly identified as Amaranthus sp. are present in 21.4% of the contexts, and occur only in association with burials. Numerous sixteenth-century sources refer to placing a paste of amaranth seeds over the face of victims to be sacrificed to Tlaloc; also, these victims as well as people whose death was somehow related to water were buried rather than cremated as was the custom (López Austin 1989:363). Some evidences for sacrifice accompanied certain burials found in these examples: the absence of pelvic bones and/or lower limbs in some cases. Plant specimens that could not be definitely identified as Amaranthus sp. were designated as Amaranthaceae; these occur only in association with hearths in Coyotlatelco contexts. Zea mays is present in 35.7% of the contexts in both hearths and in association with burials.
Mazapa (including contexts dated from ca. A.D. 900-1100). Twenty-three taxa in addition to unidentified specimens and charcoal were recognized from among the samples corresponding to this phase. Insofar as the contexts are concerned, Amaranthaceae was associated with hearths whereas specimens clearly identifiable as *Amaranthus* sp. (50% of the contexts) were related predominantly to burials. However, the greatest abundance of this genus (138 specimens plus fragments) was associated with another clay circle that formed the base for a storage vessel. Maize (*Zea mays*) was found in 62.5% of the contexts, distributed evenly among burials, hearths and storage areas. *Phaseolus* sp. (frijol), not present in the previous period, appeared in one sample (12.5%) associated with the storage bin base already mentioned.

Mazapa with Aztec Intrusion (including contexts dated from ca. A.D. 1000-1100). Five archaeological contexts with Mazapa ceramics disturbed by Aztec II-III materials were considered separately. Twenty-six taxa in addition to unidentified seeds and charcoal were recognized among the flotation remains; however, because of the mixing of artifacts, it is hard to interpret the associations of plant remains. The ubiquity of *Phaseolus* sp. increases to 40% based on its presence in two contexts (storage and a garbage pit). Maize occurs in both ritual (burial) and domestic areas (in a garbage pit and under a hearth). *Portulaca oleracea* (verdolaga) has a similar distribution.

Aztec II-III (ca. A.D. 1400-1500). Contexts associated with Aztec II-III ceramics but with later 14C dates are represented only slightly in the *Cueva de las Varillas*. Two of the three samples recovered contained botanical materials in small quantities. Amaranthaceae and Chenopodiaceae were minimally represented in a hearth that may originally have had a Mazapa date (AA52), together with a fairly high quantity of maize and a similar number of unidentified carbonized seeds. AA55, clearly Aztec III in date, provided a single seed of *Verbena* sp., a single grain of maize and an unidentified carbonized seed.

Traditional food resources are well represented in other contexts in the *Cueva de las Varillas*. Thus it is impossible to differentiate domestic contexts from ritual contexts on the basis of plant materials alone. In general maize (carbonized kernels, cupules, and cob fragments) are frequent in activity areas including hearths and artifact concentrations together with fill. *Chenopodium, Amaranthus*, and *Salvia* are regular components of these kinds of contexts as well. Detailed SEM (scanning electron microscope) analyses of carbonized amaranth are necessary in order to determine whether or not they represent known domesticated species. As we mentioned previously, carbonized Chenopodium fruits have the rounded margins characteristic of the sympatric weed associated with *huauhtzontli* (*Chenopodium berlandieri* ssp. *nuttalliae*). *Portulaca oleracea* (verdolaga or purslane) also occurs often and, although it is edible, it too is widely distributed among cultivated fields. *Physalis* sp. (ground cherry; Mexican green tomato) may or may not be cultivated as well. It occurs both carbonized and uncarbonized in the cave. With the exception of maize, all of these and other genera present among the cave samples have also been recovered uncarbonized in substantial quantities in flotation samples collected from stratigraphic soil profiles carried out in the Teotihuacán Valley in 1994. Thus, their presence in archaeological deposits is no guarantee that they represent subsistence components. The analysis of
botanical remains from the other caves is underway at this time. We propose the use of multivariate spatial analyses in the future in order to try to evaluate the role of the macrobotanical remains in association with pollen and other archaeological data.

Discussion

The minimal presence of various Cactaceae, but particularly *Opuntia* and *Myrtillocactus geometrizans* (represented each by a single specimen) is surprising. These species are regular components of flotation as well as in situ samples from other archaeological contexts in the Teotihuacán Valley, throughout the Classic and Postclassic periods.

*Salvia* sp. (*chía*), *Amaranthus* sp. (*huauhtli*), and *Chenopodium* sp. (*huauhtzontli*) are of some interest to us because they are mentioned in numerous sixteenth sources and particularly, because of a certain amount of confusion surrounding the species referred to when the common names are employed. *Salvia* and *Amaranthus* have documented ritual as well as medicinal uses in addition to their use as food; *Chenopodium* is cited as a source of food as well as medicinal applications. However, domesticated *Chenopodium berlandieri* ssp. *nutalliae* is called "chía" in certain parts of Michoacán. *Huautli* and *huauhtzontli* are frequently confused by Sahagún’s informants. *Chía* is translated as amaranth in the English version of the *Mendoza Codex*.

Chamber 2 thus provided elements to confirm three of the functions predicted by the project: storage areas associated with fertility rituals in the womb of the earth; burials as part of the underworld concept, and baby burials as part of the Tlalocan idea. The fourth tunnel, *Cueva del Pirul*, gave us further elements to underline the "underworld" concept in Late Coyotlatelco times: 14 burials of which two were seated adults (one with a bilobulated skull, and the other dated in the VI century A.D.), two young adults in foetal positions, and sets of child and perinatal burials, together with articulated dog skeletons, as guides to the underworld.

Sullivan’s (1965: 55) translation of the *Florentine Codex* ‘Prayer to Tlaloc’ states the following, referring to the Gods of Rain:

"...And you who inhabit the four quarters of the universe, you the Lords of Verdure, you the Providers, you the Lords of the Mountain Heights, you the Lords of the Cavernous Depths...".

After the city of Teotihuacán was built, it is possible that the underground cavities created by the extraction process were conceived as the underworld of Tlaloc, the *Tlalocan*, in its advocation of Tonacatecuhtli, god of sustenance and fertility. The burials, particularly the baby burials related to the rain water pouring from the ceiling’s hole in the funerary chamber of the *Varillas* tunnel, the storage loci, and the marine elements found in the *Cueva de las Varillas* reinforce this interpretation. The underworld issue is underlied by the presence of seated adult burials as well as the complete dog skeletons.
Other types of rites practiced inside the tunnels could have been related to fertility ceremonies in the womb of the earth. In fact, Armillas (Navarrete, personal communication) mentioned the fact that large numbers of storage vessel fragments were thrown out when La Gruta Restaurant was enlarged. Large-scale ritualized storage would be one of the main aspects in which we are interested.

In the Cueva de las Varillas we have found thirteen storage bin bottoms, seven of which surround the burial area, and six are in an inner chamber, 50 meters from the entrance, and too far to be practical for economic use. We believe these form part of fertility propiciation rites, as seeds for future agricultural cycles may have been deposited temporarily in the tunnels or caves, as if they were "incubated" in the womb of the earth.

A final consideration about the Pyramid of the Sun. This is the only structure not constructed with the porous volcanic scoria known as tezontle, and coming from the tunnels. Instead it was built mainly with organic and sandy earth and small fragments of tuff (5 to 10 cm.) (Rattray 1974), a material that generally overlies the pyroclasts.

We propose that the Pyramid of the Sun was conceived of as a Tonacatépetl or "mountain of sustenance"; this is reinforced by the mention made in the Relación de Teotihuacán (Paso y Troncoso 1979: 222) in which the idol in the summit of the pyramid was Tonacateuctli.

The concept of a mountain of sustenance—the Tonacatépetl of the Nahua tradition—is frequent in Mesoamerica, and also frequent is the sacred mountain with a cave from which water emerged (Freidel, Schele, and Parker 1993: 430).

Other "mountains of sustenance" were built in rain-producing mountains such as Tetzcotzingo and Mount Tláloc, as Townsend states (1993: 38). Finally, the Templo Mayor of Tenochtitlán can be viewed as a continuation of this tradition (Broda 1987).

The Pyramid of the Sun could have synthesized three intimately related concepts: the Tonacatépetl, the main temple for the state-god Tláloc, and the sacred mountain, the center of the universe, represented as the center of the four-petal flower, as López Austin (1989) suggests.

Teotihuacán was built as a sacred copy of the cosmos. Its terrestrial plane is divided in the four courses of the universe; it has a celestial plane with the sky itself and the summits of the temples, but also an underworld represented by the system of tunnels under the northern half of the city. Its main avenue connected the natural sacred mountain of Cerro Gordo—where Tobriner (1972) detected a cave of special significance—with the Pyramid of the Sun (the artificial "mountain of sustenance"), and the spring area to the south (Townsend 1993: 41).
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